FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

TagsForLikes
Copy & Paste Instagram Tags for Likes / Followers Fast

TagsForLikes is the quickest way to tag your Instagram pictures and get likes/followers instantly. Choose from one of the many categories or request one easily.

TagsForLikes Helps Instagram Users Tag Pictures & Get More Likes/Followers

Cupertino, CA - August 30, 2012 - Using hashtags on Instagram is a frequent mess of searching for the top tags relevant to your picture and then gathering them to type into your picture. TagsForLikes was created by avid Instagram user and 18-year-old college sophomore Zaheer Mohiuddin. Hashtags help users gain visibility and having been in the first 2% of users Mohiuddin saw how many users struggled to get likes and followers.

TagsForLikes makes this process ridiculously simple - gaining users visibility for their pictures instantly. Access the tags by downloading the app from the Apple App Store or Google Play, or by visiting their minimalistic website (http://www.TagsForLikes.com). Simply choose a relevant category, copy the tags, and paste into Instagram.
Requesting a new category on TagsForLikes is painless - both apps feature a button to email the developer. As more users request the same hashtag category, updates are released. In fact, half of the categories available now were requested by users.

Zaheer Mohiuddin of TagsForLikes says, “Amazing pictures are taken and posted on Instagram everyday. I wanted to make it super simple for users to tag their pictures with relevant hashtags and get more visibility.”

Fresh categories are constantly being released and updated. TagsForLikes is now available online or can be downloaded free for a limited time from the Apple App Store or Google Play.

-END-

Image Assets
High-Resolution Images: https://www.dropbox.com/s/xuc2u9c33dc7gmd/TagsForLikes%20Press%20Graphic%20Package.zip

Contact Information
Website: www.TagsForLikes.com
Facebook: www.Facebook.com/TagsForLikes
Twitter: @TagsForLikes
Instagram: @TagsForLikes

**Questions/Interviews**
Zaheer Mohiuddin
+1 (408) 888 2279
zaheer@zaheer.me